
In mid to late March, look at the long-term forecast to see that there is no 
heavy rain forecast. Then you can start thinking about putting out cocoons. 
We should have at least three days in a row of 50 - 55 degree weather to be 
warm enough for the bees to emerge and survive. Yes, it has been that warm 
recently, but heavier rain is still very likely. Waiting just gives the bees a better 
chance.

Once you have blooming trees/plants and warmer weather without heavy 
rain forecast, you can put your cocoons in your emergence container. A good 
container is a 5-inch length of PVC pipe that is 1-inch in diameter, with caps 
on each end and 5/16” drilled in one of the caps. Don’t stack the cocoons 
more than 2-3 layers high if you are using another type of container for the 
cocoons. If you have lots of cocoons, it is better to use more emergence tubes and also to put out more 
houses. Try to not have more than 50 or so nesting holes in each house. You will have less pest issues if you 
keep the number of holes in the 50-ish range or lower.

You should put out a minimum of 20-25 cocoons the first time (it can be more if you have lots of cocoons). Do 
not fill the tube more than half full. If you have enough cocoons to do two batches of 20-25 cocoons, wait 10-14 
days later to put out the second batch. If you have enough cocoons to put out a third batch be sure they are 
out no later than mid-April. The female bees have a 6–8 week life. Doing batches of halves or thirds is a good 
way to hedge your bets that the weather will cooperate. 

When to Put Out Your Blue Orchard 
Mason Bee Cocoons

Your bee house, block and tubes with liners can be outside 
now. There may be some early natives scouting. Following is a 
guide to when it’s best to put out your cocoons. 

How do I decide when to put out cocoons?
Yes, you will decide. We don’t know what your yard looks like or what you have planted. You may live in a 
higher elevation. Use the two criteria below to decide when to put out cocoons. 

Weather in the Willamette Valley still has the potential to have a cold spell and heavy rain. For a better 
outcome, waiting until mid or late March is a good way to go. Look at your yard and use weather indicators to 
decide when you will put out your cocoons. 

If you have very few flowers blooming yet, you need to look for near-by big leaf maples and willows to see if 
they are generating pollen. This pollen is especially important until enough flowers are blooming to support the 
bees. You will have to decide if there are enough plants and trees blooming to provide the bees with pollen 
and nectar. The mason bees need a continuous source of food. Plan ahead and add more native plants, too. 
Because many hybrids do not produce nectar or pollen, they have no food value for bees. 

Criteria # 1 - What is blooming in your yard?

Criteria # 2 - Watch the weather



Once you put your emergence container with the cocoons out, depending on weather/temp it may be 1-5 days on 
average before the male bees emerge. The males can be recognized by their white beard. It’s fun to watch them 
sunning themselves before they fly off in the morning. 

The females will emerge a few days after the males. During this time of female emergence, the bees will be mating 
and shortly after, most of the males die. During this time, you may notice females flying around the front of the 
nest. She is creating a mental map of where the nesting blocks/tubes are located within the landscape. 

Most female solitary bees like the mason bees prefer to nest where their mother nested. This behavior is referred 
to as philopatry. She will then disappear for 2-4 days during which she will be eating pollen and nectar to get the 
energy she needs to finish developing her reproductive system. Even when she starts laying her eggs in the cells it 
may be several weeks before you will see mud plugs on some of the holes.

Males will emerge first. White 
whiskers, lives two weeks.

Females will emerge several days 
later. They build the nests.

Mating will start a few 
days later.

NEW - Sanitation of Your Emergence Tubes

Most or all of your cocoons should hatch within a two week period. If you want 
to give the cocoons a longer emergence time, use more emergence tubes. The 
warmer it is the faster the cocoons will hatch, so the early batch will likely take 
longer to emerge than later batches. 

After the cocoons (most of them) have hatched, we now recommend that you 
empty the emergence tube. Put any unhatched cocoons in a paper bag, fold over 
the top, and put the bag in the trash. 

Next wash out your emergence tube. A light bleach wash is good. Let it dry.  
The next day you can put in your next batch of cocoons. 

One more tidbit of info...
Have you noticed the tan stains near the hole of your emergence tube?

Well, those bees have been in that cocoon for a long time! They relieve themselves (poop) shortly 
after they emerge. When you see those stains, you know bees have hatched.


